
Great design. Greater capacity.



Great design.
Greater capacity.
Introducing Design-Craft® cabinets with more space 

inside, for everything. It’s the look you want, with the 

space your family needs.

With more room in every wall cabinet, you have a 

place literally for everything, including your entire 

stemware collection, large dinner plates and serving 

bowls that will not fit into a 12” deep traditional 

framed cabinet. Also with Design-Craft, you can 

store more in every drawer with up to 60% more 

space inside; graters, ladles and other odd-sized 

utensils no longer get caught when opening the 

drawer. And, with more space inside, Design-Craft 

everyday storage solutions fit your family’s unique 

storage needs.   

DESIGN-CRAFT BENEFITS:

 Deeper cabinet storage

  More drawer space

  Tailored organization

1 

2

3

up to 60% more drawer 

space for storage of 

more items

2 

Design-Craft® cabinets give you the look you want, 

and are built to last with a Lifetime Limited Warranty.



33

13" deep wall cabinets 

for more upper storage

1 

hundreds of storage 

solutions to stay organized 

and store more

3

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

COVER: Bella MDF Chai Latte Classic and Brava 
Matte Glass Charcoal.

THIS PAGE: Providence Flat Panel maple White 
Icing Classic.
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5INTRODUCTION

You, through and through.
Whether traditional, transitional or contemporary, your 

vision for your new room is completely possible with the 

Design-Craft palette of materials. Choices range from woods 

and veneers to tough thermofoil and dramatic acrylics.

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Pike’s Peak textured melamine Tobacco 
and Brava Gloss Glass Mocha.

WOODS PREMIUM VENEERS THERMOFOILS

Premium veneers offer a highly 

impactful aesthetic. Select a 

subtle textured veneer or go 

exotic throughout your home.

Mix and match a wide variety of 

woods—from rich hued cherry to 

light and uniform maple. 

Low maintenance and grace 

work together with thermofoils. 

Get clean looks with matte 

finishes or go modern with a 

highly polished gloss.

Make a statement with 

specialty materials. Choose 

a highly reflective acrylic or 

a nature inspired textured 

melamine.

SPECIALTY
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7WOODS

Potter’s Mill Reverse Raised Panel

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Potter’s Mill Reverse Raised Panel maple Hazelnut. 

ASK YOUR DESIGNER about incorporating decorative aluminum 

feet to create a stylish foundation to a very functional island.
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9WOODS

Park Place Flat Panel

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Park Place Flat Panel maple White Chocolate Classic and 
cherry Tumbleweed. 

ACCESSORIZE with accents, such as corbels and turned legs to 

embellish square corners and enhance shelves.
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Park Place Flat Panel

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Park Place Flat Panel cherry Tumbleweed and  
maple White Chocolate Classic.

11WOODS

DID YOU KNOW? A beautifully crafted wood mantel is one more 

way to uniquely customize your home with Design-Craft.
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13WOODS

Sonoma Reverse Raised Panel

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Sonoma Reverse Raised Panel cherry Harvest 
Bronze Ebony Glaze and Highlight and  
Ginger Snap Ebony Glaze and Highlight. 

DISCOVER MORE functionality with matching 

wood tops or shelves to keep frequently used 

items easily within reach.
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15WOODS

Potter’s Mill Reverse Raised Panel

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Potter’s Mill Reverse Raised Panel knotty alder  
Chestnut Ebony Glaze and Highlight and maple  
Castle Rock Sheer.

ASK YOUR DESIGNER about the variety of stainless steel 

range hoods to complement the unique styles and 

colors you can get with Design-Craft. 
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Providence Flat Panel

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Providence Flat Panel maple White Icing Classic 
with oak Espresso accents.

DID YOU KNOW? You can add finishing 

touches to your home, such as a customized 

rolling cart that matches your cabinetry. 

17WOODS
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19WOODS

Brookhill Raised Panel and Devonshire Beaded Panel 

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Brookhill Raised Panel knotty alder Natural and maple Seagrass Coastal 
with Devonshire Beaded Panel maple Seagrass Coastal. 

DID YOU KNOW? There are over 16 different wood species to select from,  

providing endless ways for you to mix character and color.
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21PREMIUM VENEERS

Bella

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Bella wenge Natural; Island in Eaton Dune with  
Brava Gloss Glass Sand.

ACCESSORIZE large appliances, such as built-in refrigerators 

and freezers, with panels that match your cabinets to create  

a cohesive flow in your kitchen. 
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23PREMIUM VENEERS

Bella, Providence Flat Panel and Venice Raised Panel

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Bella sycamore Natural, Providence Flat Panel maple 
Harbor Mist Coastal and Venice Raised Panel cherry 
Espresso. 

DISCOVER MORE possibilities to create one-of-a-kind furniture pieces like the Venice 

hutch—just one of many customized ideas available with Design-Craft.
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25PREMIUM VENEERS

Bella and Eaton

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Bella bamboo Natural and Eaton thermofoil 
Pearl Gloss. 

ASK YOUR DESIGNER about the creative 

combinations of materials, including 

aluminum doors with decorative glass to 

accentuate a space or define a focal point.
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27THERMOFOILS

Lincoln and Dana Pointe Beaded Panel

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Lincoln thermofoil Dune and Dana Pointe Beaded Panel 
maple Amaretto. 

DID YOU KNOW? Design-Craft offers hundreds of decorative 

crown and base molding combinations to complement and 

enhance every design style.



HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Wattsburg thermofoil Tigereye Walnut, Mission 
Flat Panel quartersawn oak Seagrass Coastal.
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THERMOFOILS

Wattsburg and Mission Flat Panel
DID YOU KNOW? Your designer can help you create amazing spaces inside and outside 

of your home, such as an office with plenty of storage and style to suit your needs.

29
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31THERMOFOILS

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Eaton thermofoil White Cap Gloss

Eaton
ASK YOUR DESIGNER how low maintenance thermofoils can 

create a modern, high-gloss look. 
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33

Gibson and Bella

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Gibson acrylic Charcoal Gray and Bella straight-grain cherry 
Espresso. 

ASK YOUR DESIGNER about mixing materials to add depth to your 

design. Richly stained premium veneer and reeded patterned glass 

bring this high-gloss acrylic kitchen down-to-earth.

SPECIALTY
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35DOOR STYLE

Bella
ASK YOUR DESIGNER how MDF material is a great alternative 

to painted maple, with the same stylish look.

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Bella MDF Chai Latte Classic and Brava Matte Glass Charcoal 
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37SPECIALTY

Gibson and Mission Flat Panel

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Gibson acrylic Imperial Red Gloss and Mission Flat Panel 
maple White Icing Classic. 

ASK YOUR DESIGNER about the elegant look of high-gloss acrylic  

finishes and let your kitchen be a true reflection of your personality.
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39

Pike’s Peak and Brava

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Pike’s Peak textured melamine Tobacco  
and Brava Gloss Glass Mocha.

GO BOLD by mixing textured wood  

grains and glass in multiple layers  

for a timeless, modern arrangement. 

SPECIALTY
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41

Pike’s Peak and Gibson

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Pike’s Peak textured melamine Desert Wood and Gibson  
acrylic Gardenia Gloss. 

BE BOLD and bring together the look of reclaimed wood with splashes of 

crisp, bright whites for a European-inspired look that delights the senses. 

SPECIALTY
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43ORGANIZE

Organize. Do More With More Space.
Tailor your family’s unique storage needs with creative 

cabinet options.

STORE ORGANIZE ACCESSORIZE

No more searching in the dark interior of 

a corner base cabinet—these inspired 

corner base shelves with non-skid shelves 

easily rotate out for instant access.

Add savvy storage with a variety of quick- 

access cabinets to streamline your kitchen 

activities. 

Sometimes it’s the simple accessories that 

provide the most pay-off. Large items such as 

cookie sheets, muffin tins and pizza stones 

are easily found with a tray divider base with 

adjustable partitions.

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Potter’s Mill Reverse Raised Panel maple Hazelnut.
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Organize.

PULL-OUT TABLE 32” when fully extended

Extend the counter space of your new kitchen with this ingenious pull-out countertop.

POTS AND PANS STORAGE
Store lids and oversized cookware in generous Design-Craft interiors.

SMART SINK BASE
On-the-door shelving is just one option for handy under sink storage. 

ROLL-OUT TRAY STORAGE
Turn even the smallest space into smart pantry storage. 



45ORGANIZE

TIERED CUTLERY DIVIDER
An innovative sliding tray makes this 

drawer system serve double-duty.

BIN STORAGE
Ideal for perishables, simply snap 

on the section lid and keep food 
safely stored.

DRAWER DIVIDER ORGANIZER
An alternative to pegs, these easy-to-use drawer 
dividers provide unique storage opportunities.

FULL ACCESS CORNER BASE STORAGE
Get spectacular use out of a typically dark, underutilized cabinet.

PEG BOARD DRAWER ORGANIZER
Use an imaginative peg system to adjust to your ideal 
storage needs.
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TALL PULL-OUT STORAGE
The ideal, two-sided access cabinet for maximum storage 
of everyday necessities.

TIERED HIDDEN STORAGE
More space inside never looked so organized. This full-height door cleverly  
disguises two extra drawers for maximum storage.

POP-UP MIXER STAND
Sturdy, built-in stand conveniently tucks 
away in seconds.  

DOUBLE-DUTY RECYCLING
Quickly and conveniently sort waste and recycling.  

Organize.



47STORAGE SOLUTIONS

DEEP DRAWER DIVIDERS
Adjustable dividers in a full-extension drawer to accommodate 
spring form pans, bundt pans and more.

SPICE DRAWER INSERT
Spices are stored conveniently at waist-height, easily within reach.

PULL-OUT PANTRY
Two-sided, base level access of larger items, with non-skid shelving.
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49WOOD DOOR STYLES

Wood Door Styles
Each natural wood style is finished with a satin or semi-gloss 

finish top-coat that preserves the beauty of your room, and 

protects against day-to-day wear.

MAPLE CHERRY OAK

The esteemed look of cherry 

ranges from light pink to varying 

shades of brown, and deepens in 

color with age.

The smooth texture and uniform 

grain patterns have a visible 

color range of creamy white to 

varying shades of brown, and 

turns amber with age.

Bold, prominent grain patterns 

are characteristic of hickory. 

Additional features include: 

burls, pin knots, mineral streaks 

and small sound knots.

HICKORY

KNOTTY ALDER

Arching grain patterns are 

typical of the classic oak 

species. Natural wood colors 

range from light tans to dark 

reds and browns.

QUARTERSAWN OAK

The rustic nature of this light 

brown wood showcases pin knots, 

open and closed knots, and mineral 

streaks that are embedded in  

uniform straight-grain patterns.

The unique cutting of this oak 

creates close-knit vertical grain 

patterns that display a textured and 

figured appearance. Oak ranges in 

color from light tan to brown.

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Park Place Flat Panel maple White Chocolate Classic  
and cherry Tumbleweed.
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MADISON RAISED PANEL
cherry appaloosa

VICTORIA RAISED PANEL
cherry natural

POTTER’S MILL FLAT PANEL
cherry eagle rock sable glaze and 
highlight 

Wood Door Styles

LOXLEY FLAT PANEL 
maple castle rock sheer

DEVONSHIRE RAISED PANEL 
maple islander coastal

VALENCIA RAISED PANEL 
maple rumberry ebony glaze and highlight

DEVONSHIRE FLAT PANEL 
maple chai latte classic

50

Variety of styles shown, visit DesignCraftCabinets.com  

for the full selection.
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Wood Door Styles

PROVIDENCE REVERSE RAISED
hickory amaretto ebony glaze and highlight

PARK PLACE REVERSE RAISED PANEL  
hickory sangria

SONOMA REVERSE 
RAISED PANEL 
knotty alder cashew burnt sienna glaze  
and highlight with antique distressing

BAHAMAS 
knotty alder harvest bronze ebony glaze  
and highlight

HUDSON FALLS  
FLAT PANEL 
quartersawn oak  
cottage white sheer

CALISTOGA RAISED 
PANEL 
knotty alder peppercorn

DANA POINTE BEADED PANEL
oak carriage black classic
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53WOOD FINISHES

Wood Finishes
Design-Craft enhances and prolongs the beauty of your wood 

choice with a selection of finish types that seal against scuff and 

wear, for a room that’s as beautiful in ten years as it is today.

STAIN AND GLAZE

Let the natural beauty of your cabinets show 

through with stains. Add Highlight Only to 

accentuate cabinetry or give your cabinets 

added dimension with a hand-applied glaze.

SPECIALTY

These distinctive multi-step finishes add 

even more character. Each one-of-a-kind 

treatment can include hand-brushing, 

distressing and/or color washing.

Enhance the look of your cabinets with 

a painted finish that adds warmth and 

beauty with a smooth, uniform look.

PAINT

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Sonoma Reverse Raised Panel cherry Harvest 
Bronze Ebony Glaze and Highlight and Ginger 
Snap Ebony Glaze and Highlight.
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SANDALWOOD BURNT SIENNA 
HIGHLIGHT ONLY

SANDALWOOD SANDALWOOD BURNT SIENNA  
GLAZE AND HIGHLIGHT

HIGHLIGHT ONLY

Hand brushing glaze on doors, 

molding and accessories to accent 

and define detail without changing 

the overall base color.  

GLAZE AND HIGHLIGHT

The best of both worlds—glazing to 

change the base color and high-

lighting to define details on doors, 

moldings and accessories.

Stain and Glaze

STAIN

GLAZE AND HIGHLIGHT

HIGHLIGHT ONLY

From a standard stain to the rich patina of a glaze, select the finish 

technique that suits your décor.  



55STAIN AND GLAZE

GLAZE AND HIGHLIGHT
applicable to wood maple door styles

GLAZE AND HIGHLIGHT WITH HEIRLOOM DISTRESSING
applicable to wood maple door styles – Carriage Black available in additional species

CLASSIC
applicable to wood maple door styles

HIGHLIGHT ONLY

Hand brushing glaze on doors, 

molding and accessories to accent 

and define detail without changing 

the overall base color.  

GLAZE AND HIGHLIGHT

The best of both worlds—glazing 

to change the base color and high-

lighting to define details on doors, 

moldings and accessories.

CLASSIC FEATURES:

• Base primer fill coat for a smooth   

 surface

• Complete enamel coverage for  

 lustrous color

GLAZE OR HIGHLIGHT FEATURES:

• Glaze adds a patina over the  

 base color

• Highlight defines details on   

 doors, moldings and accessories

HEIRLOOM FEATURES:

• Random distressing

• Artful sand-through

• Softly sanded corners

HIGHLIGHT ONLY
applicable to wood maple door styles

SAFFRON SAFFRON MOCHA GLAZE AND HIGHLIGHTSAFFRON MOCHA HIGHLIGHT ONLY

Painted Finishes
Express yourself in color, then select from four paint  

treatments—Classic, Paint with Glaze and Highlight, Highlight  

only or Heirloom—to achieve a look you will love. 
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Distressing
Create the exact look you want with specialty distressing, 

offered in three levels of character—lightly with heirloom,  

subtly worn with Antique and weather-beaten with Legacy. 

Specialty finish Appaloosa gives you true-to-life aging.

HEIRLOOM distressing

applicable to select wood door styles on select paint with  
glaze and highlight finishes

APPALOOSA knotty alder appaloosa

applicable to select wood door styles

LEGACY distressing

applicable to select wood door styles on select stain with glaze and highlight finishes
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ANTIQUE distressing

applicable to select wood door styles on select stain with  
glaze and highlight finishes

APPALOOSA knotty alder appaloosa

applicable to select wood door styles

ANTIQUE DISTRESSING FEATURES:

• Hand applied dents

• Softly sanded corners

APPALOOSA DISTRESSING FEATURES:

• Hand applied dents

• Softly sanded corners

• Knife splits

• Worm holes

• Chisel marks

• Brush spatter

• Brushed glaze accents

LEGACY DISTRESSING FEATURES:

• Hand applied dents

• Softly sanded corners

• Knife splits

• Worm holes

• Brush spatter

• Chisel marks

HEIRLOOM DISTRESSING FEATURES:

• Dents (automated)

• Softly sanded corners
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Specialty Finishes
If your vision includes incredibly detailed, historic looks, take 

a closer look at the Coastal, Vineyard and Stoney Brooke specialty 

finish treatments.

COASTAL COLLECTION FEATURES:

• Color-washed stain (sheer)

• Dry hand-brushed accent (coastal)

• Available on wood and premium 

 veneer door styles

VINEYARD FEATURES:

• Deep red stain base

• Black glaze application

• Glaze brush blending

• Available on wood  

 door styles

VINEYARD

white sand coastal

 harbor mist coastal

islander coastal

COASTAL COLLECTION  

cottage white sheer castle rock sheer

seagrass coastal and sundance sheer



59SPECIALTY  FINISHING

STONEY BROOKE FEATURES:

• Multiple glaze materials onto stain

• Thicker than normal glaze

• Varying shades of glaze

• Textural feel and appearance

• Available on oak, quartersawn oak and straight-grain red oak

STONEY BROOKE COLLECTION greystone

Cobblestone

Boulder

Shale
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61PREMIUM VENEER STYLES

Premium Veneer Styles

STRAIGHT-GRAIN RECONSTITUTED ALL THEIR OWN

Aesthetically combined layers of veneer 

are joined to form a uniform grain with 

high contrasting colors.        

Premium cut veneers, such as the simple 

grain patterns of maple or cherry, display 

beautiful character and natural figuring of 

the wood. Available in multiple finishes.

These highly desirable veneers, like Bamboo 

or Sycamore, boast unique irregular patterns 

and contrast, offering a specialized look to 

your décor.

Premium hardwood veneer styles offer uniqueness in color and 

pattern, creating an exotic feel to your room. Available exclusively 

on the Bella door style. 

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Bella rosewood Natural

MDF Door Styles
Available exclusively on the Bella door style with classic paint. 

MDF

Paintable MDF species is a great alternative 

to maple. Painted MDF gives a stylish,  

consistent look that is durable and more 

resistant to warping, expansion and  

contraction than solid hardwoods.
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63THERMOFOIL 

Thermofoil offers realistic wood grains, deep colors and  

protective gloss, satin or matte layers resulting in lustrous  

and durable finishes. Visit DesignCraftCabinets.com for  

a full selection.

Thermofoil 

MATTE WOODGRAIN GLOSS

Woodgrain finishes provide a realistic- 

looking, durable alternative to hardwoods. 

A solid, soft and muted finish available in 

two neutral tones.

Gloss is often used for contemporary or 

urban designs. These high luster finishes  

are available in a wide variety of colors.

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Eaton thermofoil Pearl Gloss and Bella bamboo Natural.
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Thermofoil Panel Styles

WATTSBURG tigereye walnut

available in matte and woodgrain finishes

LINCOLN dune

available in matte finishes

WINTERBERRY golden applewood

available in matte and woodgrain finishes
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CALEDON polar 
available in matte finishes

FENWICK polar

available in matte finishes

EATON amber walnut

available in matte, woodgrain and gloss finishes
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Acrylic Styles and Finishes
Acrylic styles and finishes create the ultimate in drama when incorporated into your 

new room. Created by applying a thick layer of clear gloss to a specialized base, the 

acrylic material provides a rich, high-gloss finish. Take care of an acrylic finish with 

careful buffing and polishing, which will remove minor scratches.

HIGH GLOSS ACRYLIC

Sleek and sophisticated, acrylic 

finishes are highly reflective.

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Gibson acrylic Gardenia with  
Catania Stainless Steel and  

Frosted Glass accents



67ACRYLIC STYLES AND FINISHES

Carbon Black White Dahlia

Charcoal Gray

Gardenia

GIBSON imperial red

GIBSON cornflower blue
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The Remnants Collection
The Remnants Collection, Design-Craft’s newest addition, is fashioned with advanced European technology 

using textured melamine material to emulate the tones and characteristics found in time-worn woods. It is 

available in four finishes in the Pike’s Peak door style—each finish has a unique grain pattern and texture. 

The Remnants Collection is a striking complement to painted, metal or glass doors. Ask your designer for a 

sample, and feel the artistry for yourself. 

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Pike’s Peak textured  
melamine Tobacco.



Desert Wood

69THE REMNANTS COLLECTION

Pike’s Peak Silver Moss

Driftwood

Tobacco
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71DECORATIVE INSERTS AND DOORS

Decorative Inserts and Doors
Design-Craft offers a variety of door insert options, including 

decorative glass and mullion grids that add beauty and personality 

to your cabinets. Available on most standard wood, premium 

veneer and thermofoil styles.

TEXTURED GLASS

Mirror inserts bring style 

and light into any room. 

Our hand-crafted mirrors 

are unique—with no two 

patterns alike.

Add sparkle to any room 

with textured glass.  

Also available in open or 

mullion framed doors.

Art glass combines 

old-world craftsmanship 

with today’s technology 

to create a truly personal 

and lasting statement.

Mullions are a decorative 

grid of framework and 

glass that create a 

custom look anywhere 

in the home.

Transform the entire look 

of your space with a sleek 

and stylish aluminum 

framed door.

MIRRORS ART GLASS MULLIONS ALUMINUM DOORS

HERE’S HOW we created this look:

Calistoga maple Finish Select “Robin’s Egg Blue”, 
featuring Eclipse Mullion.
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Decorative Inserts
available in wood, premium veneer and thermofoil styles

STANDARD mirror shown on Brookhill

EPIC mirror shown on Brookhill

ClearBeveled

Frosted

Matrix

Narrow Horizontal 
Reeded

Seedy Glacier

Narrow Vertical 
Reeded
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GUNMETAL mirror shown on Brookhill

PATINA mirror shown on Brookhill

Vertical Reeded Horizontal Reeded Cross Reeded

Broad Stripe

Rain Water

DECORATIVE GLASS AND MIRRORS
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Decorative Doors

STYLE D art glass

STYLE E art glass

TRADITIONAL mullion

MISSION TRANSOM (wood lower) mullion

BRAVA oil-rubbed bronze  
with sand matte glass

available in wood, premium veneer, thermofoil and acrylic styles

Bellagio aluminum with frosted glass

ECLIPSE mullion
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CARLTON oil-rubbed  
bronze with frosted glass

CANTERBURY mullion 

MISSION TRANSOM (wood lower) mullion

STYLE B art glass

POLARIS mullion

CHI mullion

CANTANIA matte aluminum  
with Vertical Reeded Glass

ALUMINUM STYLES, LEADED GLASS, AND MULLION STYLES
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Peace and Quiet. Standard.

QUIET CLOSING doors

Special 110̊  opening door hinges slow the occasional slam for a  
peaceful kitchen, day and night.

QUIET CLOSING drawers

A simple push will get these drawers going into the closed position, softly and quietly.

FULL-EXTENSION drawer glides

Every Design-Craft drawer features full-extension drawer glides that give you 
access to everything inside.

Design-Craft has built-in benefits that may not be top-of-mind, 

but are definitely appreciated once installed.
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MAPLE natural melamine interior

A beautiful, natural-looking maple melamine interior applied to  
standard furniture board or natural maple veneer interiors applied to 
upgraded plywood.

WHITE melamine interiors

A bright, fresh cabinet interior greets you every time with white melamine, 
applied to either standard furniture board or upgraded plywood.

Quality Inside and Out.
Design-Craft cabinets are created one at a time, one order at 

a time. Your cabinets are built to your exact specifications for 

style, organization and detailing. Inside every cabinet, you’ll 

find exceptional craftsmanship and unique benefits.

HEAVY-DUTY standard furniture board or upgraded plywood cases (sides, bottoms  
and floors). The ultimate in confidence with ¾" thick materials; 33% thicker than most 
framed cabinets.
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Standard

3/4
" THICK PLYWOOD end panels

Design-Craft brings premium features to every product as standard. 

Upgrades
Upgrade options allow you to choose the look and 

level of performance you desire in your home.

3/4
" THICK FURNITURE BOARD end panels

METAL DRAWERS
Easy-clean metal drawer sides and bottom make a bright, fresh complement to contemporary kitchens.

5/8
" THICK SOLID-WOOD DOVETAIL drawers



Explore More

Digital Design-Craft.
Let your fingertips do the designing.

At DesignCraftCabinets.com we offer photos, visualizer tools 

and detailed information on all the possibilities for your new Design-Craft room. 

Discover great design and greater capacity.

DesignCraftCabinets.com

STYLES VISUALIZE ORGANIZE ACCESSORIZE

Printing Limitations

Product photography and illustrations have been  
reproduced as accurately as print and web technologies  
permit. To ensure highest satisfaction, we suggest you view 
an actual sample from your nearest Design-Craft dealer for 
best color, wood grain and finish representation. 

Product Availability

Styles and product availability may vary slightly from those 
shown in this catalog due to material availability and/or 
improvements to our designs. Specifications are subject to 
change without notice. Check with your authorized dealer for 
product specifications before planning your kitchen.

Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association 

Environmental Stewardship Program 

All products impact the environment. 

For ESP program criteria, visit greencabinetsource.org

Design-Craft Cabinets may help your building or project 

achieve LEED certification by contributing towards  

credits in two areas:  

Materials and Resources and Regional Materials.



Get more at:
DesignCraftCabinets.com

Great design.
Greater capacity.

Introducing Design-Craft® cabinets by Elkay® with 

more space inside, for everything. It’s the look you 

want, with the space your family needs.

AMERICAN PRIDE. A LIFETIME TRADITION.

Like your family, the Elkay family has values and traditions that 

endure. For almost a century, Elkay has been an American,  

family-owned and operated company, providing thousands  

of jobs that support our families and communities.

©2016 Elkay Manufacturing Company LIT-DCCATALOG (1116)

Design-Craft manufactured by


